
Galatians 5:16-26 - The Great Battle 
 
Vs. 16-18  -  Do you feel it---that great battle being fought within you and me? Paul says that 
“two forces are constantly fighting each other”.  Those two forces are our sinful nature and the 
Holy Spirit. 
 
Paul says 3 things about the Holy Spirit. 

1. “Let the Spirit guide your lives.” 
2. “The Spirit gives us desires that are the opposite of what the sinful nature desires.” 
3. “You are directed by the Spirit.” 

 
Some questions for each of us. 
 
-Who are you listening to in the midst of this great battle? 
-How surrendered are we to our absolute need for God to help us overcome? 
-Are you trying to win the battle by your own strength and power? 
 
Vs. 19-21  - The Ugly  -  Paul shows us what the sinful nature produces in lives. We see these 
things all around us, and we see them in our own lives at times. He does not list every sin, but 
rather list some to help us see and understand his point - the sinful nature produces ugly 
qualities that make us unfit for the Kingdom of God. 
 
-What do you struggle with in your walk with God? 
-Are you looking to the Spirit to help you overcome? 
 
Vs. 22-26 - The Beautiful - Look at all the beautiful qualities the Spirit is able to produce in our 
lives. The purpose of the Spirit in our lives is more than helping us overcome sin. Godliness is 
not just the absence of sin. Being godly is to have the Spirit produce its fruit in your life.  
 
-How fruitful is the Spirit in your life? 
-Is your life marked by love, joy, peace, etc.? You may be able to generate some of these 
qualities on your own - but only the Spirit is able to produce them all in your life. 
 
Vs. 25 - Are you following the Spirit’s leading in every aspect of your life? 


